
Reasons for Disqualifications

(Thanks to our friends at Country Lakes Estates for this informative document)

Disclaimer: Officials are trained and certified to recognize these infractions, and swimmers are always 
given the benefit of the doubt.  If an official is not certain, they should not DQ.  Officials are watching 3 
swimmers at a time, so they might not see everything, but they watch the swimmers equally to make it 
fair. Parents should not be trying to “help” officials in any way

Officials try to talk to a disqualified swimmer after a race and let them know why they were disqualified, 
but sometimes with multiple DQs in a heat, a swimmer might leave before an official can talk to them.

General:

 Pulling on the lane rope.  They can hold on to it, but not use it to propel themselves forward in 
the water.

 Walking on or springing from the bottom, again, propelling themselves forward.
 Standing on the bottom (okay for freestyle and backstroke, but not for breast stroke or butterfly 

since it interrupts the correct stroke pattern)
 No touch on turn or finish
 Did not finish
 Entered water without permission
 Interfered with another swimmer
 Didn’t start or finish in assigned lane
 Running from the deck
 Unsportsmanlike conduct
 Wearing swim caps from more competitive teams, like PACK or USA Swim Team (they must turn 

the cap inside out)
 Delay of meet (Referee use only)
 Two false starts in a row (Referee use only)

Freestyle:

 See general disqualifications above.  No stroke infractions apply, hence the term, “free”style.

Backstroke:

 Body not on back during race
 Shoulders past vertical toward breast before finish
 Shoulders past vertical toward breast after feet left the wall on the turn
 Two or more arm pulls during turn while on breast

Butterfly:

 Scissor kick



 Breaststroke kick
 Alternating, or “flutter” kick (most common DQ for butterfly)
 Shoulders not horizontal at start of first stroke
 Shoulders not at or past vertical off the wall (swimmer too much on their back after a turn)
 Non-simultaneous arms
 One hand touch (two hands must touch the wall at the same time on the turn and at the finish; 

common DQ)
 No hand touch (feet touching the wall counts for freestyle and backstroke, but not for butterfly 

or breaststroke)
 Non-simultaneous touch (the two hands have to touch the wall at the same time)
 Underwater recovery (Some portion of both arms or hands must come out of the water with 

each stroke.  The arms cannot be brought forward under the water.  This is difficult, especially at 
the end of the race when swimmers are fatigued, and is a common DQ.)

Breaststroke:

 Scissor kick (legs are not parallel in the water; common DQ)
 Downward butterfly kick (one kick permissible underwater after the dive or turn)
 Flutter kick (common DQ)
 Non-simultaneous kick (legs not moving in symmetry)
 Double kicks (the stroke pattern is one pull, one kick, one pull, one kick, etc.)
 Double arm pulls 
 Non simultaneous arm strokes (the arms also must move in parallel, symmetrical motions)
 One hand touch (common DQ)
 No hand touch
 Non-simultaneous touch
 Multiple underwater recovery after a dive or turn (they can do two pulls of the water before 

their head surfaces, but the second pull must bring their head up to the surface before they 
bring  their arms forward for another pull)

 Hands past hips (the hands cannot pull the water past the breast.  Many swimmers pull the 
water all the way back past their hips, which gives them an advantage.  This is a common DQ).

 Head did not break surface of water during the stroke cycle (one pull, one kick)
 Feet not turned outward on kick (very common DQ)
 Arms not in the same horizontal plane
 Shoulders not horizontal at start of first stroke
 Body not on breast when feet left wall after a turn
 Butterfly kick out of sequence after dive or turn (they are permitted one full arm pull past hips 

and one butterfly kick, followed by one breaststroke kick, and a final short pull)
 More than one butterfly kick during the pull out after a dive or turn
 Sequence violation (anything other than the one pull, one kick motion)
 Butterfly arm recovery (arms coming out of water when moving forward) 


